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Abstract
We consider the problem of optimal feedback control of a quantum
system with linear dynamics undergoing continual non-demolition mea-
surement of position and/or momentum, or both together. Specically,
we show that a stable domain of solutions for the ltered state of the
system will be given by a class of randomized squeezed states and we
exercise the control problem amonst these states. Bellman's principle is
then applied directly to optimal feedback control of such dynamical sys-
tems and the Hamilton Jacobi Bellman equation for the minimum cost is
derived. The situation of quadratic performance criteria is treated as the
important special case and solved exactly for the class of relaxed states.
1 Introduction
The advances in experimental physics over the last few decades with respect to
the manipulation of individual quantum systems has renewed interest in theo-
retical schemes for the control of quantum systems. It is impossible to measure
a quantum system with generating stochastic eects. Quantum noise was origi-
nally developed to model irreversible quantum dynamical systems, where it often
played an external and secondary role, however, the realization that it could be
measured, and that the results used to inuence the system evolution, has had
a profound eect on its physical status [1-5]. The issue we wish to address in
this paper is the optimal control of a solvable model for a particle undergoing
continuous non-demolition measurement of its canonical observables of position
and momentum. Solvability of the associated stochastic master equation comes
down to assuming that the internal dynamics is linear: that is generated by a
quadratic Hamiltonian.
The theory of quantum feedback that is most familiar to physicists is the
one pioneered by Wiseman [5] for quantum optics. Here we make continual
indirect measurements of a quantum system by means of some output channel,
for instance a photocurrent, and feed the channel back onto system. The result
is often improved convergence to and stability of a target state. As pointed out
by Doherty and Jacobs [6] in their work on Kalman ltering for quantum state
estimation, it is possible to broaden the outlook of what may be considered as
1feedback: rather than just direct feedback, one can consider suitable modica-
tions of the output channel before feedback. In the information theoretic sense,
one considers feedback to mean using the past output observations to inuence
present dynamical evolution: just as in classical control. Non-feedback con-
trol is also used, particularly for controlling molecular systems by laser pulses,
and here algorithmic procedures exist to determine optimal control policies that
achieve some desired eect with minimum energy cost [7].
The general theory of optimal quantum feedback control [3] sets out to de-
termine optimal control policies for steering quantum systems so as to minimize
some cost, for instance, the energy of operation. As in classical control, we
must consider introducing an observer in order to obtain information about the
current state and a controller to use this information to steer our system. The
best estimate for the current state, conditional on the observations so far, is
known as the ltered state and its evolution is described by a stochastic master
equation which may be called the ltering equation. The ensuing problem of
controlling the ltered state to meet some optimal cost criteria can then be con-
sidered as a separate problem, see for instance [8-10]. So far, this is analogous
to classical control except that the noise present in the observations, which is
of course quantum mechanical in origin, is no longer independent of the noise
perturbing the state.
It should perhaps be remarked that the form of the ltering equation is a
stochastic Schr odinger equation which falls within the category of equations
unraveling completely positive Markovian semi-groups. The same class of equa-
tions has turned up in the considerations of several authors, for instance, [11],
[12], [1]: although mathematically identical, these equations dier signicantly
in their physical interpretation, derivation and status. Most of these treat the
noise as an uncontrollable eect, however we specically need the interpretation
where it is a physically observable process and the stochastic state is just the
ltered state, conditional on these observations. Experimentalists have already
made the practical implementation of quantum state estimation and adaptive
feedback control a reality. With this, has come new problems that have received
intense interest in the physics community [13-17].
In this paper, we wish to treat the problem of how to optimally control the
quantum evolution of a system with linear free dynamics when we perform non-
demolition measurement of, typically both, canonical position and momentum.
Continuous position measurements on its own has been of historical importance
and here the model is essentially the one considered by Ghirardi, Rimini and
Weber [11], who also obtained the asymptotic form for the state. The asymp-
totic solution, with explicit reference to the stochastic Schr odinger equation
within the It^ o formulation, was rst given by Di osi [19], with the full time so-
lution given by Belavkin and Staszewski [20]. Eectively, the solution to the
stochastic Schr odinger equation could be understood as an randomly parame-
terized squeezed state, that is, a Gaussian state with the parameters being mean
position, mean momentum and a complex inverse variance. It was shown by
Staszewski that the same class of states suce for the stochastic Schr odinger
equation describing simultaneous monitoring of position and momentum [21].
2We re-derive this result and generalize to several dimensions.
Our main goal is optimal quantum feedback control of such a dynamical
system. Bellman equations have been derived previously for the optimal cost
of controlling a qubit system [8]. In fact, the general problem can be under-
stood as a classical control problem on the space of quantum states [10] if one
exploits the separation of quantum estimation component from the control com-
ponent: here we may construct a, typically innite dimensional, Hamilton Jacobi
Bellman theory and are then faced with the problem of nding a sucient pa-
rameterization of states for particular situation. In the case of non-demolition
position and momentum measurements, we have that the squeezed states of-
fer a sucient parameterization. The quadratic performance problem is the
important special case, Belavkin has previously given a arbitrary-dimensional
solution to the quantum Kalman lter using the Heisenberg-Langevin approach
[22] and Doherty and Jacobs [6] studied the dual problem of state estimation.
Our contribution lies in deriving the optimal control through the Hamilton Ja-
cobi Bellman principle. We would also like to mention that a similar approach
has been given by Edwards and Belavkin [29] for a dierent set of sucient
state parameters.
2 Quantum Dynamical Programming
We shall begin by working through the Bellman principle and show how it leads
to a partial dierential equation, called the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB)
equation, for the optimal cost. Our main dynamical assumption will be that we
remain within a nite parameterized family of states
% = () (1)
where  = (1; ;n)
> takes values in some parameter space . We shall
refer to  as the set of sucient coordinates for the problem. In particular, we
shall assume that if we start in state %t = (t) at time t then the state evolves
according to the (It^ o) stochastic dierential equation d = Ads +
P
 BdW
or, more explicitly,
di (s) = Ai (s;s;us) ds +
X

Bi; (s;s) dW (s) (2)
where fusg is a prescribed piece-wise continuous function taking values in some
space U and the W are a nite number of independent Wiener processes. In
other words, the dynamical evolution of the state is expressed in terms of the
evolution of parameters which in this case undergo a diusion in the parameter
space .
In optimal control, we wish to nd a function fusg which will minimize a
pre-assigned cost. We refer to a given fusg as a control function. The cost that
3we shall try to minimize will be assumed to take the form
J = J [;t;fug]
=
Z T
t
`(s;s;us) ds + G(T): (3)
Here we have a \Lagrangian" ` that depends on the current state parameter
s, the current time s, and the current control parameter us. The time integral
is from the initial time t to a xed terminal time T: we have implicitly taken
0 < t < T. In the denition, s denoted the solution to the SDE (2) with initial
condition being that we start at parameter value  at time t. Finally we have
an additional cost on termination G(T), known as the bequest cost in control
theory.
The actual cost J will vary from one experimental trial to another, and
must be thought of as a random variable depending on the stochastic process
fs : t  s  Tg. The aim of this section is to evaluate the minimum average
cost over all possible control policies, which we denote as
S (;t) = inf
fug
J [;t;fug]: (4)
Here we denote the average with a bar, and seek an inmum rather than a
minimum just in case the optimal cost may only be attained as a limit.
2.1 Bellman Optimality Principle
Let us take t < t+t < T, Bellman's optimality principle is the simple observa-
tion that optimality in a given time interval implies optimality, upon restriction,
to any sub-interval. However, this principle has far reaching consequences. Let
t > 0, then restricting the optimal control problem from [t;T] to [t + t;T],
we have that
S (;t) = inf
fug
Z t+t
t
`(s;s;us)ds + J [t+t;t + t;fug]: (5)
Note that t+t will be random, which is why it too is averaged. We shall
write t+t =  + t where t can be approximated by the It^ o dierential
() above. We rst note that
Z t+t
t
`(s;s;us)ds = `(t;t;ut) t + o(t)
4up to terms that are small of order in t. Likewise, assuming that S will be
suciently dierentiable,
S (t+t;t + t)
= S (;t) +
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=
;
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+
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i
X

Bi;
@S
@i
W (t) + o(t)
where we use the discrete It^ o rule W (t):W (t) =  t + o(t) and
introduce the diusion matrix
ij =
X

Bi;Bj;:
The Bellman principle of optimality [26], see also [27] for instance, states that
if fu
sg is an optimal control function exercised over the time interval t  s  T
for a given start state at time t, then if we operate this policy up to time
t + t the remaining component of the control function will be optimal for the
control problem over t + t  s  T with initial condition now being that we
start at the current (random) state at current time t + T. If we assume the
existence of such an optimal control, then, within the above approximations
with t ! 0+, we are lead to the partial dierential equation (Hamilton Jacobi
Bellman equation, or just Bellman equation) for S
0 =
@S
@t
+ H

;
@S
@
;t

+
1
2
X
i;j
ij
@2S
@i@j
; (6)
where we introduce
H(;I;t) := inf
u2U

I>A(;t;u) + `(;t;u)
	
: (7)
The Legendre transform (7) involves taking the inmum over the point value
u = ut only. The transform parameters I = (I1; ;In) may be called the co-
parameters. It should perhaps be stressed that the derivation of this equation is
entirely classical. The equation is to be solved subject to the terminal condition
lim
t!T   S (;t) = G(): (8)
2.2 Stochastic Schr odinger Equation
We now consider a quantum system evolving with free Hamiltonian H = H (u)
while undergoing continual diusive interaction with several independent ap-
paratuses, each coupling to the system in a Markovian manner with coupling
5operator L for the -th apparatus. (The fLg do not generally need to be
either commuting or self-adjoint.)
The conditioned state of the system,  t,continually updated using the output
of the apparatuses, will then satisfy a stochastic Schr odinger equation of the type
[3],[18],
jd ti =
1
i~
H (ut)j ti dt  
1
2
X

 
Ly
L   2 (t)L + 
2
 (t)

j ti dt
+
X

(L    (t))j ti dW (t): (9)
where  (t) = Reh tjL  ti and fWg is a multi-dimensional Wiener process
with dW (t)dW (t) =  dt. This equation was rst derived in the context of
ltering by Belavkin where the apparatuses are separate Bose elds. The pro-
cesses W (t) are innovations processes: if Y (t) is the integrated measurement
process from the -th apparatus, then the corresponding innovations process is
determined through the equation
dW (t) = dY (t)    (t) dt: (10)
Loosely speaking, the innovations give the dierence between the observations
and our expectations.
We are painfully aware that this type of equation is generic and has been
derived in a variety of contexts by several authors: see [18] for references. We
are forced to add the disclaimer that our interest resides solely in the interpre-
tation of  t as conditioned state and W (t) as the innovations coming from the
observations. No other interpretation is applicable to control theory!
Let %t = j tih tj be the von Neumann density matrix corresponding to the
vector state. It obeys the SDE
d%t = w(%t;ut) dt +
X

 (%t) dW (t); (11)
with
w(%;u) = i[%;H (u)] +
X


L%Ly
  
1
2
%Ly
L  
1
2
Ly
L%

;
 (%) = L% + %Ly
   2%:
Note that   1
2tr

%
 
L + Ly

	
and so the SDE is nonlinear in %.
A simple example is given by taking the qubit. Here the states are parame-
terized as %() = 1
2 (1 + :) where  = (x;y;z) are the Pauli matrices and
 = (x;y;z) with  being the Bloch sphere. With xed choices of operators
H (); L and control function fusg we obtain a diusion process s on the
Bloch sphere. The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation theory for this problem
has been treated in [8].
63 Control of Canonically Observables
The stochastic Schr odinger equation for measurement of canonically conjugate
observables, ^ q and ^ p, is given by
jd ti =

1
i~
H  

4
(^ q   h^ qit)
2  
~ 
4
(^ p   h^ pit)
2

j ti dt
+
r

2
(^ q   h^ qit)j ti dWt +
r
~ 
2
(^ p   h^ pit)j ti d ~ Wt: (12)
Here we have two independent apparatuses and we have set L1 =
r

2
^ q and
L2 =
r
~ 
2
^ p with the corresponding innovations being denoted as W1 (t) = Wt
and W2 (t) = ~ Wt. It has been derived from rst principles by Scott and Milburn
[24]. They considered a discrete time model with simultaneous measurement of
position and momentum by separate apparatuses, and considered the continuous
time limit of progressively more imprecise and frequent measurements.
The equation involves the expectations h^ qit = h tj^ q  ti and h^ pit = h tj^ p ti.
Here the constants  m 2s 1 and ~  N 2s 3 are positive and describe the mea-
surement strength for the two apparatuses. In general,  and ~  has units of
inverse variance of position, respectively momentum, per unit time. In [25], the
limiting procedure was revisited and, as an alternative to increasingly imprecise
measurements, one could use increasingly weak interaction between the appara-
tuses and the system. The scaling between the imprecision of measurement, or
weakness of interaction with the apparatus, and the rate at which the discrete
measurements is made must be such as to allow a general central limit eect
to take place. In principle, it is possible, to set up the apparatuses to obtain
desired values of  and ~ .
The purpose of [24] was to consider nonlinear dynamics, however, we shall
only deal with quadratic Hamiltonians of the type H = H (u) with u = (u1;u2) 2
R2 and
H (u) =
1
2m
^ p2 +
1
2
m!2^ q2 +
1
2
 (^ q^ p + ^ p^ q) + u1^ q + u2^ p: (13)
It was shown by Staszweski [21] that there exists a set of sucient parameters
to describe the dynamical evolution of the state for this system.
3.1 Squeezed States
Let L2 (R) be the Hilbert space of square integrable functions of position coor-
dinate x with standard Schr odinger representation of the canonical observables
^ q and ^ p. A state hi is said to be Gaussian if we have
hexpfir^ q + is^ pgi = exp

ir q + is p  
1
2
 
Cqqr2 + 2Cqprs + Cpps2

(14)
7where we have the interpretation that the mean values of the position and the
momentum are h^ qi =  q and h^ pi =  p respectively while the covariance matrix is
given by
CXY =
1
2
hXY + Y Xi   hXihY i;
that is, Cqq is the variance of ^ q, Cpp is the variance of ^ p, and Cqp = 1
2 h^ q^ p + ^ p^ qi 
h^ pih^ qi is the covariance of ^ q and ^ p.
We now introduce a wave function   (), parameterized by  = ( q;  p;),
where we have real numbers  q;  p and a complex number  = 0 + i00 with
0 > 0, and taking the form
hxj  ( q;  p;)i =

0
2
1=4
exp
n
 

4
(x    q)
2 + i
 p
~
x
o
: (15)
When  is real (00 = 0), the vectors are just the well-known coherent states
[28], otherwise they describe squeezed states The distribution of the canonical
variables in the state   ( q;  p;) is Gaussian with characteristic function (see
appendix A)
hexpfir^ q + is^ pgi q; p; = exp

ir q + is p  
1
2
 
Cqqr2 + 2Cqprs + Cpps2

; (16)
where
Cqq =
1
0; Cqp =  
~00
20 ; Cpp =
~2
4

0 +
002
0

: (17)
3.2 Evolution of Parameters
We might reasonably expect that, for the ltering equation (12) with the quadratic
Hamiltonian above, we will remain with the class of squeezed states. That is,
 t    ( qt;  pt;t): (18)
This is indeed the case, and the dynamical evolution of the parameters is given
by the system of equations (see appendix B)
d q =

1
m
 p +  q + u2

dt +
p
2Cqq dW +
p
2~ Cqp d ~ W; (19)
d p =  
 
m!2 q +  p + u1

dt +
p
2Cqp dW +
p
2~ Cpp d ~ W; (20)
d
dt
= 2

 + i
m!2
~

  2  
1
2

~ ~2 + i
~
m

2: (21)
We note that the last equation is a deterministic Riccati equation and so the
(co)-variances evolve in a non-random manner. The rst two are the linear in
the parameters  q;  p however note that noise coecients depend on .
83.3 Asymptotic States
The Riccati equation (20) is to be solved in the half plane 0 > 0 of physical
solutions and has the unique, globally attractive, xed point 1 in that region.
In the special case of a harmonic oscillator ( = 0) the xed point is given by
osc
1 =
2
~
+
r
~ + im!2
~~  + im 1: (22)
(Here
+ p
 denotes the complex root having positive real part.)
We may actually achieve a coherent state (1 real) in the limit state if
we tune the measurement strengths such that   m2!2 ~ . In this case,
osc
1 
2m!
~
, corresponding to a coherent state with position uncertainty osc
1 =
r
~
2m!
. Otherwise the limit state will be squeezed. We should remark that
r

~ 
corresponds to the squeezing parameter s introduced in [24] to describe the bias
in favor of the ^ q or ^ p coupling. We may say that the measurement strengths are
balanced for the ocsillator when s = m! leading to a limit coherent state.
3.4 The Optimal Control Problem
The Hamilton Jacobi Bellman equation for this problem is, with S = S (t;  q;  p;),
0 =
@S
@t
+ H

t;  q;  p;;
@S
@ q
;
@S
@ p

+
@S
@0
d0
dt
+
@S
@00
d00
dt
:
+
@2S
@ q2

C2
qq + ~ C2
qp

+ 2
@2S
@ q@ p
p
~ [Cqq + Cpp]Cqp +
@2S
@ p2

C2
qp + ~ C2
pp

(23)
with terminal condition limt!T   S (t;  q;  p;) = g ( q;  p;). With the shorthand
x = ( q;  p)
>, I> = (Iq;Ip) and u = (u1;u2)
>, we may write
H(t;  q;  p;;Iq;Ip) := min
u2R2

I> (Ftx + Mtu) + `(t;u;x)
	
where
Ft =

 m 1
 m!2  

; Mt =

0 1
 1 0

:
In principle, once a minimizing solution u
 = u (t;  q;  p;) is known, it may
be used as a Markov control for closed loop feedback: that is, the control policies
are taken as these functions of the current state parameters.
The Bellman equations arising in quantum feedback control have so far
proved to be highly nonlinear and prohibitively hard to solve as a rule. Our
equation is no exception, however, the nonlinearities are in due to the  vari-
able. We remark that if we assume that we start o in a state relaxed at the
equilibrium value  = 1, then the coecients of the 0;00 derivatives vanish
9exactly, and we may take the covariances Cqq, Cqp and Cpp at their relaxed
values determined by the asymptotic value 1. As the relaxation time is typ-
ically small, we may justify this for large times T in comparison. This ignores
any -transient contribution to the cost, but at least opens up the possibility of
solving the Bellman equation and nding optimal Markov control policies. We
give the fundamental class of interest, quadratic performance criteria, next.
3.5 Quantum Linear Stochastic Regulator
We consider the following quadratic control problem not involving any costs on
the  parameter. In particular, we make the assumption that the starting state
is an asymptotic state ( = 1) and so we ignore  as a variable. We set and
take the specic choices
`(x;t;u) =
1
2
x>Atx +
1
2
u>Qtu;
G(x) =
1
2
x>Rx; (24)
where Pt;Qt and R are 22 symmetric matrices with Qt being invertible. The
control problem is now essentially the same as the classical stochastic regulator
[27]. In this case the H-function is
H(t;x;I) =
1
2
x>Ptx + I>Ftx + min
u

1
2
u>Qtu + I>Mtu

with the minimum attained at
u =  Q
 1
t M>I
and we nd
H(t;x;I) =
1
2
x>Ptx + I>Ftx  
1
2
I>MtQ
 1
t M>I
Seeking an -independent solution, the Bellman equation reduces to
0 =
@S
@t
+ H(t;x;rS) +
1
2
Kij
@2S
@xi@xj
:
Here K is the matrix of the second order coecients and these will be determined
by the covariances (16) at the asymptotic value 1. As is well known [27], the
solution takes the form
S (t;x) 
1
2
x>tx + at (25)
where t satises the matrix Riccati equation
dt
dt
=  tFt   F>t + tMtQ
 1
t M>t   Pt; T = R; (26)
10while at satises
dat
dt
=  trfKtg; aT = 0: (27)
The optimal control policy is therefore given by
u (x;t) =  Q
 1
t M>rS = Q
 1
t M>tx: (28)
4 Several Dimensions
If we now have d degrees of freedom, leading to canonical variables ^ q = (^ q1; ; ^ qd)
and ^ p = (^ p1; ; ^ pd) with non-zero commutators [^ q; ^ p] = i~. The appro-
priate class of vector to consider is the multidimensional squeezed state with
parametrization  =( q; p;)
hxj  ()i =
 
det0
(2)
d
! 1
4
exp

 
1
4
(x    q)
>  (x    q) +
i
~
 p>x

where this time  q; p 2 Rd and  = 0 + i00 with 0;00 real symmetric d  d
matrices with 0 positive denite (and hence invertible).
The characteristic function for the state is


exp

ir>^ q + is>^ p
	
 q; p;
= exp

ir> q + is> p  
1
2
 
r>Cqqr + 2r>Cqps + s>Cpps


;
where we now encounter the matrices
Cqq = (0)
 1 ; Cqp =  
~
4

00 (0)
 1 + (0)
 1 00

;
Cpp =
~2
4

0 + 00 (0)
 1 00

:
Some comments are in order. The proof of is actually a straightforward
generalization of the d = 1 case in appendix A: let R be the positive square
root of 0 and consider the canonical transform ~ qk =
P
j Rkj^ qj; ~ pk =
P
j ^ pjR
 1
jk
with creation/annihilation operators ~ a

i = 1
2~ qi  1
i~ ~ pi, so that we have the CCR 
~ a
 
j ;~ a
+
k

= jk, the remaining manipulations are then an easy multi-dimensional
version of what we had before with the ~ a

j in place of the single pair a. Next
we remark that we have d2   d degrees of freedom in the pair of matrices 0
and 00: this is readily seen to be the correct number needed to specify the
covariances of a state hi since it is required only to specify the values


~ a
+
j ~ a
 
k

and


~ a
+
j ~ a
+
k

for j  k as all other second order expectations can be deduced
from the CCR or by taking conjugates.
11We consider monitoring each of the canonical variables with a separate inde-
pendent apparatus, the corresponding stochastic Schr odinger equation will then
be
jd ti =
 
1
i~
H  
X


4
(^ q   h^ qit)
2  
X

~ 
4
(^ p   h^ pit)
2
!
j ti dt
+
X

r

2
(^ q   h^ qit)j ti dW (t) +
X

r
~ 
2
(^ p   h^ pit)j ti d ~ W (t)
(29)
with the obvious interpretations.
We again take a quadratic Hamiltonians of the type H = H (u) with u =
(u1;u2) 2 Rd  Rd and
H (u) =
d X
;=1

1
2
^ p ^ p +
1
2
^ q~  ^ q

+ u>
1 ^ q + u>
2 ^ p: (30)
This leads to the following evolution of the state parameters
d q = (  p + u2) dt +
X

p
2C (^ q; ^ q) dW +
X

p
2~ C (^ q; ^ p) d ~ W;
d p =  

~   q + u1

dt +
X

p
2C (^ p; ^ q) dW +
X

p
2~ C (^ p; ^ p) d ~ W;
d
dt
= 2

 +
i
~
~  

 
1
2
~2

~  +
i
~
  1

2
where we introduce the diagonal matrices  = diag(1; ;d) and ~  = diag(~ 1; ; ~ d).
The condition that the steady state be coherent is then
~    = diag

1
~ 1
; ;
d
~ d

which may, of course, not always be realized.
The control problem for the multi-dimensional quantum stochastic regulator
is then just the trivial extension of the d = 1 case considered in th last section.
5 Appendix
5.1 Derivation of the Characteristic Function (d = 1)
Coherent states may be constructed from creation/annihilation operators a =
1
2
p
0^ q
1
i~
p
0 ^ p by identifying   ( q;  p;0) as the eigenstate of a  with eigenvalue
 =
1
2
p
0 q 
1
i~
p
0  p. In particular, if 
 denotes the zero-eigenstate of a  then
  ( q;  p;0) = D 

12where D = expfa+   a g is a Weyl displacement unitary. Next observe
that we may obtain squeezed states from coherent states by the simple applica-
tion of a unitary transformation:
  ( q;  p;0 + i00)  V   ( q;  p;0)
with V = exp
n
  i
400 (^ q    q)
2
o
. (This transformation is, in fact, linear canon-
ical.) We may introduce new canonical variables ^ q0 and ^ p0 by ^ q0 = V y^ qV  ^ q
and ^ p0 = V y^ pV = ^ p   1
2~00 (^ q    q). We note that expfir^ q + is^ pg = Dz where
z =  
1
2
~
p
0s + i
1
p
0r and
V yDzV = expfir^ q0 + is^ p0g = Dw e
1
2i~
00 qs
where w =  
1
2
~
p
0s+i
1
p
0
 
r   1
2~00s

. Using well-known properties for Weyl
displacement operators [28] and their 
-state averages, we nd
hexpfir^ q + is^ pgi q; p; =



jDy
V yDzV D 


=



jDy
DwD 


e
1
2i~
00 qs
= ew
 w
  1
2jwj
2
e
1
2i~
00 qs
and substituting in for  and w gives the required result.
We may say that the canonical variables are Weyl independent for a given
quantum state hi, not necessarily pure, if we have the following factorization
hexpfir^ q + is^ pgi = hexpfir^ qgi hexpfis^ pgi
for all real r and s. If the state possesses moments to all orders, then Weyl
independence means that symmetrically (Weyl) ordered moments factor accord-
ing to h: f (^ q)g (^ p) :i = hf (^ q)ihg (^ p)i, for all polynomials f;g. By inspection,
we see that coherent states leave the canonical variables Gaussian and Weyl-
independent. However, the 00 6= 0 squeezed states do not have this property.
5.2 Parameter Evolution
Let hXit = h tjX j ti, for a general operator X, then we have the following
stochastic dierential equation
dhXi =

1
i~
h[X;H]i  

4
h[[X; ^ q]; ^ q]i  
~ 
4
h[[X; ^ p]; ^ p]i

dt
+
r

2
(hX^ q + ^ qXi   h^ qihXi) dWt +
r
~ 
2
(hX^ p + ^ pXi   h^ pihXi) d ~ Wt: (31)
13For X = ^ q; ^ p, we nd (suppressing the t-dependencies)
dh^ qi =

1
m
h^ pi +  h^ qi + u2

dt +
p
2C (^ q; ^ q) dWt +
p
2~ C (^ q; ^ p) d ~ Wt;
dh^ pi =  
 
m!2 h^ qi +  h^ pi + u1

dt +
p
2C (^ q; ^ p) dWt +
p
2~ C (^ p; ^ p) d ~ Wt:
where C (^ q; ^ q) =


^ q2
 h^ qi
2 ;C (^ p; ^ p) =


^ p2
 h^ pi
2 ; and C (^ q; ^ p) = 1
2 h^ p^ q + ^ q^ pi 
h^ pih^ qi.
We now make the ansatz that the state  t =   ( qt;  pt;t). Let r;s be xed
real parameters and set D = expfir^ q + is^ pg. We shall investigate the evolution
through the characteristic function
Gt = h tjDj ti = hDit :
Observing that [D; ^ q] = ~sD; [D; ^ p] =  ~rD, we nd that we can reduce all the
expectations in (32) with X = D down to just combinations of h^ qDi;hD^ qi;h^ pDi
and hD^ pi. The Baker Campbell Hausdor formula, eir^ q+is^ p = e
1
2irs~eir^ qeis^ p =
e  1
2irs~eis^ peir^ q, allows us to compute that
h^ qDi = e
1
2irs~1
i
@
@r

e  1
2irs~G

=

 q + i(Cqqr + Cqps) +
1
2
s~

G;
and likewise
hD^ qi =

 q + i(Cqqr + Cqps)  
1
2
s~

G;
h^ pDi =

 p + i(Cqpr + Cpps) +
1
2
r~

G;
hD^ pi =

 p + i(Cqpr + Cpps)  
1
2
r~

G:
Hence
dG =
ir
m
f p + i(Cqpr + Cpps)gGdt   is~
m!2
~
f q + i(Cqqr + Cqps)gGdt
+ 
 
ir q   is p + Cpps2   r2Cqq

Gdt +

 iu1s + iu2r  
~2s2
4
 
~ ~2r2
4

Gdt
+ i
p
2(Cqqr + Cqps)GdW + i
p
2~ (Cqpr + Cpps)Gd ~ W:
14Under our ansatz (17), we should also have, by the It^ o rule,
dG =
@G
@ q
d q +
@G
@ p
d p +
1
2
@2G
@ q2 (d q)
2 +
@2G
@ q@ p
(d qd p) +
1
2
@2G
@ p2 (d p)
2
+
@G
@0d0 +
@G
@00d00
= irGd q + isGd p  
1
2
r2G(d q)
2   rsG(d qd p)  
1
2
s2G(d p)
2
+

1
202r2  
~00
20 rs  
~2
8

1  
002
02

s2

d0
+

~
20rs  
1
4
~200
0 s2

d00: (32)
Equating the coecients of (29) and (30) gives the system of equations
r;d q =

1
m
 p +  q + u2

dt +
p
2Cqq dW +
p
2~ Cqp d ~ W;
s;d p =  

~
m!2
~
 q +  p + +u1

dt +
p
2Cqp dW +
p
2~ Cpp d ~ W;
r2;(d q)
2  
1
02d0 =
2
m
Cqpdt + 2Cqqdt +
~ ~2
2
dt;
s2;(d p)
2+
~2
4

1  
002
02

d0+
1
2
~200
0 d00 =  2~
m!2
~
Cqp dt+
~2
2
dt 2Cppdt;
rs;(d qd p) +
~00
202 d0  
~
20 d00 =
1
m
Cpp dt   ~
m!2
~
Cqqdt:
The rst two of these agree exactly with (18,19), while the next three are entirely
consistent with the pair of real equations
8
> > > <
> > > :
d
dt
0 = 2 +
~
m
000   20   1
2~ ~2  
02   002
;
d
dt
00 = 2m!
2
~   200  
~
2m
 
02   002
  ~ ~2000;
(33)
which, together, they are equivalent to the single complex Riccati equation (20).
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